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Abstract
This paper describes ColorPalette, a knowledge-based system to advise
users in selecting colors for a palette used for computer screen design
applications. Color selections and advice are based on principles of human
computer interface design and color theory, gathered through both research and
knowledge acquisition from a human expert. The user may put together various
color combinations to form acceptable and successful palettes. The system
consists of a color data-base of facts formulated from an HSV color model, a
knowledge base that can reason about these colors and their relations to each
other, and a set of rules based on the interface design and color theory research.
Colors may be added to and removed from the palette as desired, as long as they
meet the criteria of the knowledge-based system. The system may be called on
to propose a sample palette with desired characteristics, or may be asked to
suggest a color that is recommended to go with the current palette. An
explanation facility is available to explain the system's decisions to allow or
restrict the adding of colors, and to explain why a certain color has been
suggested.
ColorPalette is written in Prolog, taking advantage of Prolog's structural
foundations, logic programming support, database management capabilities, and
natural format for rule-based systems. ColorPalette has a simple command-line
interface, with potential extensions to be able to support graphical selection of
colors. It is implemented on an Apple Macintosh, and with such extensions would
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ColorPalette
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
High resolution computer displays with a range of color capabilities have
finally become widely available and cost-effective for a variety of existing
applications. Color computer graphics have come of age, and the potential for
future developments are endless. One area of development that affects all color
graphics systems is the way in which color is applied to the display. Color
displays have the potential for numerous advantages over monochromatic
displays [Marc86]. Unfortunately, because color has been applied in past
systems to computer displays by designers or programmers with little or no
knowledge of appropriate color design theories, color is often used ineffectively
[Jone86], or with a minimum of its actual potential. Effective use of color in
display design is not yet widely known. The most common examples of color in
computer displays are standard PC graphics: pie charts and bar graphs that
apply random colors to otherwise black-and-white drawings. Such color images
reveal no more than their monochromatic counterparts. However, color can be
applied to computer displays in a number of ways to impart new knowledge to
the user [Murc83A], and to greatly enhance the images as well as the systems
themselves.
The appropriate use of color in computer displays has many advantages.
Color screens can have many aesthetic benefits over monochrome screens.
Color can be used to code additional information into a display [Kell84], which
can greatly increase flexibility of the display by reducing the time the user must
spend searching for a particular element on a display screen. The addition of
color contrast to an otherwise black-and-white screen can increase symbol
visibility and reduce display brightness requirements. Color can be used to
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attract, convey meaning, elicit emotional response, and enhance retention of
information [Marc86]. Color can persuade and positively motivate individuals
[Smit85]. Color is truly one of the most powerful tools for communicating
effectively with computer graphics when used properly. Unfortunately, to
date, few of its advantages have been recognized and incorporated in color
graphics design.
Many of the principles for sound color graphics designs can be gathered to
form basic guidelines for the designer. These broad principles have been widely
used by skilled designers in the field, specifically in user interface design, to
select color palettes used in computer screens. Because the principles seem to
be extendible to many types of color screen design, it seems possible that the
selection of the colors for use in a particular application could be done by a
knowledge-based system. Such a system could apply the general principles as
would the human expert designer, in a manner very similar to that used by the
human expert. I propose here such a knowledge-based system, to be referred to
as ColorPalette. The system acts as an interactive, dynamic advisor, passing
judgement on colors to be used in a palette, and suggesting acceptable colors for
the palette thus far. The user is able to use the system's knowledge to select
colors for various palettes, and the system can explain its action upon demand.
Color selection is based on the colors that are currently in the palette, as well
as the broad principles for color design. ColorPalette can be used in conjunction
with other design methods to select colors for specific elements of a screen, or
at some time in the future the knowledge base may be extended to advise in
assignment of the chosen palette colors to such screen elements.
One obvious extension of color screen design is in design of color user
interface screens for application systems. Though interface design is simply a
subset of color screen design in general, the terms (user) interface and color
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screen are used interchangeably in this paper to refer to the same concept. Any
of the principles for color screen design can be extended to interface design, and
in fact, many of the sources used for this manuscript are studies in interface
design rather than color screen design in general. Though the two are at times
importantly distinct, for the purpose of this study and system they will be
considered one and the same.
This document is divided into a number of sections, as outlined by the
Table of Contents.
The Introduction presents the topic and the role of color in computer
display and user interface design. A brief history of color in computer
screen design is given, and the concepts for ColorPalette are introduced.
The foundations for the system are explained in the Background chapter.
The theoretical and conceptual development for ColorPalette as a
knowledge-based system are presented and the lack of directly related
previous work is discussed. Known color models used to represent and
manipulate colors for computers and an analysis of the design process are
presented as an alternative foundation (for lack of direct precedence).
The foundations for the knowledge base are explained in carefully detailed
segments on color theory, and the human expert's process as well as
studies of historical color experts are annotated.
The Functionality chapter outlines basic system interactions and
command sequences. Expected user input and system output, in the form
of responses or advice, is given. The explanation facility is discussed.
The Implementation chapter describes the technical aspects of the
ColorPalette system. Assumptions and limitations are presented. The
selection of Prolog as the implementation language is reviewed. The
System Structure section explains the implementation strategy in
developing the model for the color base, the knowledge base to manipulate
these colors, the rule base which is built from the components of the
knowledge base, and the basic system makeup.
The Results chapter presents and analyzes system performance and
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effectiveness. Test criteria are discussed and evaluated, system
limitations are noted, and a sample session is presented.
The Conclusions chapter summarizes the work and suggests potential
extensions.
The Bibliography lists references and related articles and books.
Many of the terms used in this study may be unfamiliar to the traditional
computer scientist. A Glossary of Terms is included in Appendix A to
clarify these terms. Appendices B and C review background work done
for earlier versions of this work, providing in-depth analysis of the
expert's color assignment process for user interface design. Appendix D
contains additional rule development information which, while not
directly relevant to automated color selection, may be useful for other




Theoretical and Conceptual Development
Using a knowledge-based system to advise in the selection of colors in a
palette for a computer screen application has a number of advantages over the
traditional means of color palette selection. Having a knowledge-based system
evaluate the colors could save a designer time. Time saved includes not only the
time necessary to actually select the colors for his designs, but also the time
required to learn any color theory associated with properly selecting the colors.
In fact, a knowledge-based system such as ColorPalette could provide the
necessary information about color to all designers and leave designers time to
design further screens, rather than devoting time to analyzing color relations.
Such a system could also be used to insure consistency in color applications.
Color is often subject to
designers'
individual desires and preferences for color;
in certain cases, designers may forego decisions about color that would be best
for the system in favor of color selections that appeal personally to them alone.
Certain applications may require specific adjustments, but a knowledge-based
system could be used to suggest basic color palettes, and any known adjustments
could always be done later. Using the knowledge-based system would insure that
the underlying principles in color design are consistent with known and widely
accepted methods.
Many of these advantages are identified as sound reasons for building a
knowledge-based system by Waterman [Wate86]. Waterman's basic guidelines
stress that the system should be possible, justified, and appropriate [Wate86].
Using a knowledge-based system to suggest color selections appears possible
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because it does not necessarily require common sense. The skills required to
perform color selection are cognitive, and are readily articulated by experts.
Genuine experts do exist, because color in screen design is a prominent issue in
the fields of computer graphics and interface design. Most experts widely agree
on the basic guidelines that can be used in solutions. Whether the task is too
difficult or readily enough understood remains to be tested in the carrying out of
the system itself. A system such as ColorPalette appears justified because it
would spread scarce expertise to a variety of needed locations, and preclude the
need for designers to learn the principles of color design. ColorPalette would
seem appropriate according to Waterman's guidelines because it requires symbol
manipulation of the colors in the palette, applies heuristics to arrive at a
solution, is not trivial, has practical value as noted above, and seems to be of
manageable size.
Aaron Marcus, a noted west coast user interface designer, has published
a number of studies on the role of color in user interface design. He introduces
many conceptual advantages of effective color selection that seem readily
adaptable by a system such as ColorPalette. Most of these ideas have not yet
been thoroughly incorporated in color display design. By applying an overall
expertise to color selection through a knowledge-based system, new standards
for design may emerge. Unnecessary errors may be avoided through the use of
balanced color, as color will aid in visual performance [Marc86]. Color can be
used to reduce fatigue by correctly applying principles of color and eye strain
[Marc86] in selecting colors to go together. With reduced fatigue can come
reduced monotony, boredom, or stress. Color can possibly be applied to enhance
the user's perception of his time being leisure time rather than work time
[Kell84]. It can affect the user's impression of temperature or humidity,
indirectly affecting his level of comfort with the given system. Color has the
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potential to promote involvement by the user through its appeal. Display
screens that are designed with clear and consistent color methodology have a
number of distinct potential advantages [Kell84], many of which have not been
achieved simultaneously to date. A knowledge-based system to advise in color
palette selection could prove to be a valuable asset to the success of future color
graphics applications.
An advisory system for color palette selection seems to be a much
needed and useful aid for designers of color screens. In the past, because of
limitations in color display hardware, color palettes have been chosen according
to the colors available for the given display device. However, today, cost and
performance of color displays have reached a level where color monitors with a
wide range of colors are readily available. Programmers and users are now
free to choose from millions of available colors, hundreds at a time. However,
most people who are free to select these colors from the wide range of colors
available know little about color itself, or the relationships among colors. A
knowledge-based system which guides the user in choosing colors to go together
seems to lend itself to the color selection process.
Previous Work
Little precedent for a knowledge-based color application system seems to
exist. A complete library search was conducted, using the DIALOG computer
database. The terms color, knowledge-based system, artificial intelligence,
graphic display, ergonomics, and human factors were all employed to try to
trace the development of automated color design. Although a few of the articles
identified in the library search show relevance, most references describe
expert systems that happen to be implemented on color displays or trace
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thermal color processes and thus do not prove useful for this project. Thus, for
lack of direct precedent of knowledge-based color selection systems, this
background section examines well-known computer color models, presents
studies of design in general, and focuses primarily on information necessary to
build the knowledge base. These sections serve as the basis for the conceptual
development work for ColorPalette.
Color Models
Although no knowledge-based system has been found to apply color theory
to palette selection, much work has been done to try to understand the
characteristics of color itself. In the field of computer graphics, color is
important for many applications. Thus, various color models have been
developed to represent colors for computer displays.
There are 350,000 colors distinguishable by the human eye, of 128
distinct hues [Roge86]. The number of distinct hues is not evenly spread across
the color spectrum; for instance there are 16 distinct yellow tones, while there
are about 23 red-violet hues [Roge86]. A color model is important because it is
used to qualify and represent these many possible colors. The model chosen for
a given application depends on a number of factors. The model may be
physics-
based, for ease of interaction with an optics application or such. The model may
be artist-based if the concern is for specification of color using an artist's tint,
tone, and shade classifications. If colors are to be electronically transmitted, as
for television displays, international color standards for data transmission rate
may be met by using certain models. A color model may be chosen for its
additive or subtractive approach to color. For instance, an RGB color model
might be used if additive primaries (red, green, and blue), serve as the basis of
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a system, while a CMY model might be used for subtractive primaries (cyan,
magenta, yellow) theory. The application being developed must be considered in
selecting which color model is most appropriate.
Physics models such as the Tri-Stimulus theory provide objective means
of specifying colors [Fole82]. The Tri-Stimulus theory relates to the three
types of cones in the retina, measuring the eye's sensitivity to three base colors
based on spectral energy distribution. This model is attractive because it
corresponds to the notion that colors can be specified by weighted values
[Fole82].
Some color models are hardware oriented, taking advantage of the
structure of the system on which the application is being developed. For
instance, the RGB color model characterizes colors according to the three
primary colors of light, red, green, and blue. These three primaries are the
colors of the three color guns used to represent color pixels in computer
displays. Weighted values of each red, green, and blue, are combined to
represent a single color. Each color in the spectrum can be represented by a
unique combination of red, green, and blue values. Another hardware model, the
CMY model, is the complement of the RGB model, based on the subtractive
primaries cyan, magenta, and yellow. These colors are used in printers and
printing systems. Weighted values of each are combined to represent all colors,
as combinations of cyan, magenta, and yellow ink can form the variety of all
visible colors for printed materials.
Still other models are artist- or user-oriented, representing colors as
they might be qualified by humans. A well-known user-oriented model is the
HSV (hue-saturation-value) model. The HSV model is based on the artist's
tint/shade/tone characterization of colors. Artists, and most humans, typically
qualify a color based on its predominant tone (hue),
how much white there is in
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that color (saturation), and the brightness or luminant quality of the color
(value). In the HSV model, a 3-D hexcone sub-space is used to represent the
color spectrum, where the tip of the cone is of maximum value and the base is of
minimum value, the hue is represented by the angle around the vertical axis of
the cone, and the saturation is the distance from the center axis to the edge of
the cone. Every color in the spectrum is represented by a point in the cone. The
relation to the artist's notion of color is as follows: tints, which are the base
tone with white added, are represented by colors of lower saturation, located
around the central axis of the hexcone; shades, which are the tone with black
added, are represented by colors of lower value, located in the section of the
hexcone closest to the tip; and tones, which are the base tone with grey (both
black and white) added are represented by lowering both saturation and value
[Roge86], located both around the central axis and in the part of the cone
nearest the tip. The HLS (hue, light, saturation) model is a derivative of the HSV
model, which uses a double hex-cone instead of a single cone, representing pure
white at one tip and pure black at the other. The color characterizations of both
HLS and HSV are similar, the actual model chosen depends on the degree of
specification desired and the interface to the application.
These models are well known, and algorithms to convert between various
representations are widely available in computer graphics texts. Generally, a
single model is chosen to manipulate and manage colors within an application.
The Design Process
The process of design, though it varies somewhat among disciplines, is
made up of the same types of elements and is based
on a similar approach no
matter what the specific application. Design is both a process and an intuitive
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method [Laws80] but it is more a systematic approach than a creative process.
Design is not psychologically equivalent to art, and must not be thought of as an
artistic process [Laws80]. It is instead a skill that must be learned as well as
practiced. Research on design shows that its most important element is that the
designer understand his audience [Jone86]. Many potential solutions may exist
for a single design problem, and the designer must understand the intent of his
design's user so that a satisfactory solution may be reached. Designers use
constraints to help them focus the range of potential solutions and narrow their
scope [Itte75]. Perfection is not an expectation of design; meeting the
requirements of the audience is.
Studying the manner in which design is taught to design students reveals
the systematic approach that designers use. One well known course in design is
that given at the Bauhaus, a progressive German art school in the 1920s and
30s. The programs at the Bauhaus stressed learning and practicing various
design skills, so that basic principles could be completely understood and thus
serve as a foundation for the student's own design applications. The Bauhaus
courses in color, taught by Johannes Itten, have interesting ramifications for
automated color design. Itten's basic course concentrated on color form,
contrast theories, and the relationship of the human eye to the perception of
color [Itte75]. Itten found that by studying these principles of color, students
could more thoroughly understand the nature of color [Itte75]. These principles
of color could then readily be applied to the
students'
design processes. Many of
these color theories are logically ordered and can be pieced together to serve as
the foundation for color palette design. Itten's theories are explained in more
detail, along with theories of other color experts, in the following section on
color theory. This type of logical design has important implications for
ColorPalette's automated color design process.
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Foundations for the Knowledge Base
The foundation work for the automation of the color palette selection
process in this study was done using three approaches. The first was to conduct
research through various written sources. The second was through knowledge
acquisition of the design process of a human "expert". The third approach was
to study the color selection methods of various well-known artists, to
understand their processes as it applies to an automatic color selection process.
From the research, a number of preliminary concepts were examined to
serve as a basis for the color foundations of the ColorPalette system. The
definition of color itself and the characteristics of color were studied to gain
insight into the workings of color on computer displays. Human perception of
color and the relation of human perception of color to productivity with a given
color display or system were studied to understand the role color plays through
its use in given applications. The importance of various components of color was
looked at to understand the most important ramifications of the use of certain
colors or color combinations. A number of guidelines in color selection were
studied to form the heuristics necessary for the rule base. Relative intensities
of colors was covered. The effects of pure colors and combinations of pure
colors were evaluated for their impact on color selection. The significance of
the simultaneous contrast relationship, and the power of complementary color
combinations, were examined for its relevance.
The most significant information gained from the interview with the
human expert, as it relates to automatic color selection, involves the types of
colors selected together for designing screens. The human expert stressed that
pure colors should be used minimally, and that an annotative approach to color
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should be used in coloring screens. The expert noted that the overall tone of the
screen should be harmonious. Most of the other information gathered from the
expert involves color assignment, and thus is not used directly by the
ColorPalette system.
The significance of the third stage of research, studies of well-known
artists as historical color "experts", is that all the artists studied stress the
basic tenets of color theory in their work. These artists all rely heavily on a
background of color theory and design, and draw on their color theory foundation
in their paintings. Although they are not experts in color computer screen
design, or in selecting colors for screen palettes, they do have much experience
in selecting palettes for their own works. Thus, their use of color theory is
significant because it shows the influence, even if indirect, of the heuristics of
color theory in selecting their palettes. This usage of color theory concepts
adds strength to the approach of ColorPalette, which relies on these concepts.
Color Theory
The results of the color theory research is presented in the remainder of
this chapter. This research work proved to be the most comprehensive for the
information needed and gathered for the ColorPalette work, and thus the
information derived from the various written sources is discussed in greatest
depth. Significant knowledge gained from the human expert, and of the artists as
color experts, has been briefly discussed above. The rest of the information
from these studies is not directly relevant for automated color selection. More
detail of the expert interview is included in Appendix B for future reading, and
of the artists as experts in Appendix C. Definitions of many of the terms used
may be found in the glossary in
Appendix A.
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Color is defined as the sensation or perception caused by differing
qualities of light reflected or emitted by certain objects. Color sensation results
from the interaction of light with the nervous system [Murc84j. Colors of
different wavelength produce different sensations for the human eye, and thus
humans see a variety of different colors. The average human can perceive
colors in the spectrum of wavelengths between 360 and 830 nanometers
[Bald84]J
Color has a number of important attributes. These can be used to classify
different colors, or to examine the components of color and the ramifications for
color perception. Various experts differ in their classification of the attributes
of color; however, generalizations can be formed. Color can be described in
terms of its perceptual (also referred to as psychological) attributes or in terms
of its psychophysical attributes. The perceptual attributes are brightness, hue,
and saturation, while the psychophysical attributes are luminance, dominant
wavelength, and excitation purity [Rice85j. Brightness refers to the intensity
level of the given stimulus, and classifications of brightness generally range
from bright to dim [Rice85]. Brightness is used interchangeably with the terms
value or intensity. Hue refers to the attribute of color denoted by name and
classified as a given wavelength in the range of the color spectrum. An example
of a hue would be red, at 700 nanometers, or yellow at 575 nanometers
[Kell84]. Saturation refers to the degree to which the chromatic stimulus of the
color differs from the achromatic stimulus of the color, regardless of brightness
1The color specifically dealt with here is that color emitted by Cathode Ray
Tubes, or CRTs, as in computer screen displays. Color emitted by CRTs, or
colored light in general, differs significantly from colored dyes or pigments
that color objects in the world. Colored lights behave differently and are
perceived differently by the human eye [Marc86]. Though both colored light
and colored pigment can behave similarly in certain situations, this study only
attempts to apply theories and knowledge of colored light or CRT color to its
knowledge base. Color assignment for opaque,
pigment- or dye-colored
designs is a topic for another study. References made in this study to color
are to CRT color or colored light unless otherwise stated as such.
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[Kell84]. It is measured by the amount of pure hue in the color. Saturation is
the characteristic that causes a color to appear more or less grey. Saturation is
used interchangeably with the term chroma. Luminance is the quantity of light
or luminance energy present in the color, as measured in candelas per square
meter [Rice85]. Dominant wavelength is the wavelength of monochromatic
stimulus mixed with specified achromatic stimulus to give the specific color
match [Rice85]. Excitation purity is rarely used by designers, and it refers to
some derivative factor of the dominant wavelength [Rice85]. The perceptual
attributes are those typically used by color designers [Rice85], thus the
psychophysical attributes will not prove important for this study. The
brightness, hue, and saturation characteristics of colors can be used to
differentiate among colors and to signify the important color relations for the
interactions necessary for this study.
A number of color experts have studied the sensations color produces on
the human eye and the reaction of the eye to various color phenomena. Some of
these studies prove useful for application to a knowledge-based system;
however, many of the phenomena studied seem irrelevant for doing color design.
The facts that seem to have relevance for color palette selection are those
which, for the most part, relate to human perception of color, the conditions
under which humans are most able to perceive color comfortably, and the
relation of human perception of color to the implications of color for achieving
the purpose of the color display. These facts, and their implications for the
ColorPalette system are listed in the following section. Also included are some
facts about color which are useful in performing assignment of colors to
elements of a screen. While these facts are not directly relevant for an
automated color palette selection system, they may be significant in work to
extend ColorPalette to a color-element assignment system.
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Color Facts and Rules
The human eye has a different relative focal point for each color, and
thus must refocus to see each individual color sharply. Certain colors cannot be
seen in focus at all by certain individuals [Murc84] These colors should be
avoided where possible. Minimal re-focusing is best for human vision. The
amount of focusing necessary is important because the more refocusing required
for a particular image, the greater the eye fatigue of the user who views the
image. Colored images are focused at different depths. Monochromatic images
are not, and thus are often thought to be better for applications that require
much viewing [Marc86]. However, if brightness of the color display is properly
and effectively applied, a minimum of refocusing can be attained [Rice85].
Reduced saturation of certain colors can also be used to alleviate some of the
refocusing associated with colored displays.
The purity of the color affects how many colors can be seen in focus
simultaneously [Murc84]. Purity is determined by the saturation of the color
(more highly saturated colors are more pure). Very pure colors require more
refocusing than less pure colors [Murc84]. The obvious extension for color
design is to avoid many simultaneously pure colors on the display at one time as
the eye will have difficulty in viewing a display with many pure colors
comfortably.
The way color is perceived is often influenced by the colors that surround
any specific colored element [Smit85]. Color contrast
can readily change the
way a given yellow, for example, looks in one
environment versus another.
Thus, when assigning colors care must be taken to relate the assignment to the
colors of neighboring elements. Contrasting brightness and hues must be
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considered. Knowledge of complementary colors of red and green, blue and
orange, and purple and yellow are extremely important. Establishing
complementary relationships in a palette is thus important. Contrasting
saturation levels of the color in an element is also important for similar reasons
as in contrasting hues. For instance, two adjacent elements of colors of
drastically different saturation levels can appear to be quite different colors
when separated.
The total manageable number of colors in a given screen is derived from a
number of sources. Humans can perceive up to 10 simultaneous colors
comfortably [Rice85]. Many experts, however, claim that only 7 (plus or minus
2) colors can be perceived simultaneously [Rice85j. As many as 20 colors may
prove appropriate for displays, and since some individuals can identify up to 50
colors [Rice85], more than 20 colors may be appropriate. Research shows that
as the number of different colors on a screen increases, the number of
identification errors from the user also increases [Rice85]. Thus the general
rule is use enough colors to designate coding or identification processes as
necessary, but do not use more colors than necessary. This is obviously a
subjective rule and must be based on a number of factors. The number of pure
colors in a display must be evaluated with these restrictions in mind.
Research has shown that brightness is a more important factor than hue
in discerning color differences [Rice85]. This implies that rules to differentiate
among colors should be based on color brightness rather than hue. Qualities of
brightness can be used to balance color groupings in a palette.
The elements of the eye that allow color to be perceived are the rods and
cones resident in the retina. Rods are mostly utilized in nighttime vision, and
the cones are responsible for color vision [Murc84]. Cones are of three types,
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red, green, and blue, allowing perception of the red, green, and blue light waves
that allow colors of the spectrum to be represented. Cones are mostly located in
the center of the retina such that periphery vision is limited [Murc84]. The
implication for display design is that important imagery should be centrally
located. Of the cones, 64% are red, 32% green and 2% are blue, and they are
all distributed unevenly across the surface of the retina [Murc84]. The
ramification is that small blue objects are not readily perceived, and are




visual photoreceptors adjust their level of sensitivity to the
overall light level in the surrounding environment [Murc83B]. Thus the
environment in which a display screen is viewed has an important relation to the
perception of the screen display. Light coming into the eye must be a certain
minimum intensity before the photopigments can respond, thus the brightness of
the light color must be enough that it is humanly recognizable [Rice85]. The
visual system is most sensitive to the center of the color spectrum [Bald84].
This implies that colors at the ends of the spectrum (blues and reds) must be of
greater intensity than colors in the center of the spectrum (yellows and greens)
to be viewed similarly.
Color is perceived differently by different people. Many people are in
fact color deficient, unable to discern specific colors under any circumstances.
Colors for which humans are most likely to be deficient are blues and browns
[Spik84]. The implication is that a limited number of blues or browns should be
used when possible. Color deficiency, however, is difficult to completely
address because of the vast number of different color perceptions or
deficiencies possible.
An interesting characteristic of color that has received little research to
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date is the free-thought associations related to specific colors. These
associations can be the result of cultural treatment of the color, or of context in
which the color is most familiar in everyday life. Often these two interrelate.
Colors in the western world have very different meaning from those in Asian or
African societies. In America, for instance, red is used to indicate a situation of
danger or error. In China, however, red is a color that designates happiness and
is used for joyous occasions. A number of known western cultural associations
exist. These include red as mentioned above, yellow to mean warning or caution,
and green to indicate ready or go. An obvious application of these color
associations is in the traffic stop light, however many such instances of red,
yellow, and green exist where the colors have similar associations. Colors in
our culture are often used to designate temperature, such as red to mean hot and
blue to mean cool. Other colors are also designated as hot or warm colors, such
as yellow or orange, or cool or cold colors, such as greens or aquas. Knowledge
of these safety and temperature associations is recommended when assigning
colors, because applying this knowledge has a definite advantage for effective
color design. In systems designed for use in America, associations should be as
they are used in American, or in general in western, culture. Should the
application of the system change, cultural associations with colors would have to
be changed to reflect the culture of the new system.
Summary
Much of the knowledge in the previous section on color and human
perception has been established as the heuristics used as standard guidelines for
color design. Do's and don't's exist in the world of screen color design that can
be extended to serve as rules for the selection of colors in a palette. The rules
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included are those set out as guidelines and basic principles by experts in the
field. These heuristics have been organized to serve as the rule base for
ColorPalette, and are described in more detail in chapter 4.
This study attempts to apply the knowledge gained to depart from the
most common means of color selection to date, which is to select color for an
otherwise monochromatic screen through a trial and error type process, or
based on hardware limitations. Often these design methods result in screens
with Christmas tree type coloring. This approach, also known as the Christmas
tree approach, is noted for its use of many simultaneous colors, often all of full
saturation (very pure) [Rice85j. In the Christmas tree approach, every element
in the screen is color coded in some arbitrary manner. Most PC graphics to date
are of the Christmas tree variety. Reasons for this are the hardware limitation
imposed in the past by the PCs themselves and, more significantly, the
designer's non-familiarity with color design concepts. The alternative to the
Christmas tree approach is seldom used; however, it has extreme benefits for
effective color design. It is known as the annotation method. In the annotation
method, a few relatively contrasting colors are used to highlight a basically
monochrome, or limited chromatic, display [Rice85j. The Christmas tree
approach has been used more frequently because the designers of the color
systems, being inexperienced in principles of color theory and design, felt that
the more the display took advantage of every possible color, the better.
However, the Christmas tree method has been shown to have a negative effect
on eye focus and fatigue [Jone86] because the simultaneous application of many
pure colors causes much refocusing and thus fatique. The annotation method has
been shown to be much more productive, useful, and overall more powerful
[Rice85], and thus an annotation approach is adapted in ColorPalette.
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CHAPTER THREE: FUNCTIONAI ITY
The ColorPalette advisory system allows the user to interactively
maintain a dynamic palette of colors, which together form an effective grouping.
It builds a palette using color knowledge and applying constraints based on what
is in the palette at the current time. The system provides help and explanations
for the inclusion or disclusion of certain colors in the palette. Input and output is
managed through interactive command sequences, where the user enters a
command and the system responds as necessary.
The palette is maintained as a list of color names. These names are well-
known associated labels for various colors, known to the system through the
system's color base. Colors can be added to or removed from the list at the
user's demand, so long as the advisory system finds the change acceptable. If a
color is requested for addition that does not meet the acceptability standards of
the ColorPalette system, then the system will refuse to add that color. The
system may be requested to suggest a color that it finds acceptable with the
current palette, or to set up a sample palette with a given characteristic such as
dark, or warm. A
"why"
explanation facility is included to provide explanations
for system actions.
One palette is manipulated at a time. At the start of the system, this
palette is empty. The palette may at any time be cleared to restore it to its
initial empty state. The user may at any time list the colors currently in the
palette. At the end of the advisory session, the palette is destroyed.
ColorPalette'^ advice may take a number of forms. Refusal to add a
color to the current palette is one type of advice. Explanation for this refusal is
another. Explanation for the acceptance of the addition of a color is also advice.
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A suggestion for a color to go with the palette is a type of advice, as is a sample
palette. Explanation for a suggested color is advice as well. These explanations
may take a number of forms, depending on the heuristics used to arrive at the
final conclusion. Explanations are discussed in further detail below.
To start the color system, the user must first consult all necessary
system files. These include:
main.p <system driver, initialization and cleanup routines>
colors.p <the color base>
knowledge.p <the knowledge base>
rules.p <the rule base>
commands.p <the system commands>
function.p miscellaneous functions>
Once these files have been consulted, ColorPalette can be started from the
Prolog command line with the command:
color.
Knowledge of Prolog, and specifically AAIS Prolog, the environment in which
ColorPalette is developed, is assumed. For further information about AAIS
Prolog, refer to [AAIS87].
Explanation Facility
ColorPalette includes an explanation facility that provides the user with
explanations of the system's actions and reasoning process by presenting the
reason(s) why a command was executed as it
was. The user may request an
explanation of system activity by entering the system command why
immediately after the command for which the
explanation is desired. For
commands for which an explanation is provided, the system responds with a
message or messages reviewing its reasoning process and revealing the
heuristics used to perform that command. Explanations are unavailable for some
commands, and if the user requests an
explanation after one of these commands,
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a message stating that no explanation is available is printed.
Explanations are provided for the add and suggest commands. For both
of these commands, the system must reason as to the appropriateness of a color
for the current palette. This reasoning process is revealed in the explanation of
these commands. Such explanations may include any of the following criteria:
the status of the number of pure color values currently in the
palette.
the status of the complement scheme of the current palette.
the status of the harmonic relationships of the color currently
being considered, and of every other color currently in the
palette.
the similarity or difference of the color currently being
considered to another color already in the palette.
System Commands
The ColorPalette system includes various commands to build and review
a color palette. The commands, their functions, and any system feedback that
occurs as a result of each command, are listed below.
add <colorname> The add command allows the user to request that
the color of given colorname be added to the palette.
If the color is acceptable for the current palette,
then it is added to the palette and a message is
printed to this effect. If the color is unacceptable,
it is not added, and a message explaining that the
color is not recommended for the given palette is
printed.
remove <colorname> The remove command allows the user to request
that the color of given colorname be removed from
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the current palette. If the color is currently in the
palette, it is removed and a message is printed
accordingly. If the color is not in the palette, a
message is printed and no action is taken.
list The list command prints a list of the colornames
of the colors currently in the palette, and a
message stating the number of colors in the palette.
suggest The suggest command allows the user to request
that the system recommend a color that is
acceptable with the current palette. A color is
suggested, and the user is prompted to request that
that color be added, another color suggested, or the
color ignored. If the user then requests that the
color be added, it is added to the current palette. If
the user requests that another color be suggested,
another is suggested and the user is again prompted
to choose to add it, have the system suggest
another, or to ignore it. If the user requests that it
be ignored, the color is not added to the palette.
sample The sample command allows the user to request
that the system recommend a small
"starter"
sample palette of given characteristics. The user is
prompted to select the palette type from dark,
light, warm, cool, happy, and somber. Once the
user enters the type of palette, a palette of that
type is created and a list of the colors chosen is
printed, with a message stating so.
commands/help
colors
Both the commands command and the help
command perform the same action: they print a list
of all valid system commands, along with an
explanation of the functions of each.
The colors command prints a list of all the
colornames of colors that are recognized (known)
by the system.
clear The clear command destroys the current palette
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and restores the system to the same state as at
system start-up.
why The why command allows the user to request that
the system provide an explanation for the last
command carried out. If an explanation is available,
it is printed. If no explanation is available, a
message is printed accordingly.




A number of up front assumptions are made in the implementation of
ColorPalette. The selection of colors for each palette is made without regard to
other features in the screens being designed. The colors are chosen regardless
of the types, size, or shape of the objects on the screen. This can be a definite
limitation, especially where objects on a screen represent things that have well
known color schemes. For instance, a screen item that represents a banana
should be colored with a bright yellow hue, while an item that represents a bunch
of grapes might be colored with a bright purple hue. However, automatic palette
selection might guard against these two colors being used together, according to
constraints of color theory used in the heuristics for the automatic reasoning
process. The automatic process is limited in its inability to adapt to element
representation.
Furthermore, the ColorPalette system is limited by its advisory nature.
Because it is based on a set of heuristics, it can only advise based on the
heuristics it knows. These heuristics are generalized to be accurate for most
situations, but there may be cases where the set of rules followed by
ColorPalette is inappropriate for given palettes. The advice given by
ColorPalette is also thus generalized, and may be inaccurate for certain cases.
The rules used as heuristics for the system, because they are a
generalized set formed from a variety of sources, may not meet all
"experts"
standards. Thus the advice given may not be acceptable to certain color theory
"experts".
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As stated above, little regard is given to adapting designs for color




While the generalized approach to color automation entails a number of
limitations, it does achieve its goals in an overall sense by providing the service
of recommendations for color selection. Despite its limitations, ColorPalette
attempts to provide advice for color selection by automating known
methodologies as much as possible.
Prolog as the Implementation Language
The selection of the Prolog language for the implementation of
ColorPalette is based on its strengths and weaknesses and relative application
for the automated color design process. Prolog, as an example of a logic
programming language, adapts many elements of first order logic successfully.
These elements of logic parallel those logical approaches to design as discussed
in Chapter 2. Prolog readily supports declarative statements about objects and
relations among objects [Brat86]. Facts and rules can be joined to characterize
problems. Prolog uses logical connectives and quantifiers to establish clausal
forms, foundations of logic statements [Lloy84]. These types of statements
fully support those necessary to model the design process. Many color theories
and foundations can readily be stated using Prolog clauses. Prolog's approach to
resolution through matching and unification can also prove beneficial for linking
relations of various design elements. Finally, Prolog's ability to express
non-
determinism through backtracking and multiple answers proves beneficial for the
design process, where multiple solutions are integral to the concepts of design.
Design is based on declarations of known relations. Designers typically
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state facts and their interpretations of the
"rules"
of the design process. Thus,
the approach chosen for ColorPalette is that of a rule-based system. Prolog is
thus an excellent match for implementation of a rule-based system because it is
good at stating design facts and rules due to its declarative nature [Ng86j. Use
of the term, Prolog's primary data structure, also successfully parallels the
elements of design because design facts and rules can be clearly stated using
terms. Relationships among design rules can be readily resolved using Prolog's
term resolution process. Prolog's use of logical connectives can be applied
beneficially to design to join the various components of the design process into a
final logical whole. The rule format inherent in Prolog programming is excellent
for how/why systems [Brat86], which is also supportive of the design process.
Because design is based on concrete theories and applied steps, designers must
know how and why facts and relations are important, and combine this
knowledge to create a single design. Finally, Prolog's extra-logical mechanisms,
such as the cut and explicit database, can prove extremely beneficial for the
design process because of their ability to provide extra-logical functionality as
necessary. These mechanisms can be applied to monitor design facts and
relations to draw and execute relevant implications.
System Structure
The ColorPalette system is divided into three main components, with
other smaller modules necessary to join the system together. The three main
modules are the color base, the knowledge base, and the rule base. All color
information is maintained in the color base. The heuristics that reason about
these colors and their relationships are managed in the system's knowledge
base. The rule base contains the heuristics applied from the color theory
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studies, which reason using the statements in the knowledge base. The system
driver and all initialization and clean-up routines are maintained in the main
module. All system commands are contained in the commands module.
Miscellaneous routines are managed in the function module. The three main
components, and an overview of the interconnections between all modules, are
summarized below.
Color Base
The color base contains all known system colors, maintained according to
the color model chosen for ColorPalette. These colors are the only colors
available for building palettes, since they are the only known colors and thus the
only colors about which the system can reason.
The color model used by ColorPalette is an adaptation of an HSV color
model. The major difference with the standard HSV color model and the model
used in ColorPalette is that the hue for this system is represented using a
derivative of the RGB color
model.2 The hue is stored as a list of the RGB
values that make it up. The first color in the list is the primary hue of the color,
and is one of the six main wavelengths recognizable to the human eye (red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, or violet). Each of these six hue possibilities is
listed as a list of one or more red, green, and blue values. Listing the main
component of the hue first is useful for a number of heuristics in the knowledge
base. The HSV model is chosen because many of the heuristics used by the
system's knowledge base reason about a color's hue, saturation, or intensity
value. Using the HSV model in ColorPalette allows the rules of the knowledge
base to be readily transferable to the colors
in the color base.
2Both the HSV and RGB color models are explained in Chapter 2, in the
section on Previous Work.
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Colors are ordered in the color base file according to heuristics, such
that the Prolog inference engine will attempt to use colors in the order in which
they are listed in the file. Thus, the colors that are more "desirable", according
to heuristics, are listed first. Because purples and reds have closer focal points
than other colors, they require less refocusing. [Murc84j. Thus, purples and
reds should be used before other colors.3 In the color base, purple and red
colors are listed before others.
The modified HSV color model is represented by the color data structure
in Prolog as follows:
color(name, hue, saturation, value)
where:
name unique name given to the color of given triplet;
used to assign or identify colors
hue name given to color based on wavelength; a
combination of red, green, and blue values,
based on the weighted percentage of red, green,
and blue hues in the color
saturation purity level of the color, as a percentage of
pure color; represented as a number from 0 to
100, where 0 is no color and 100 is pure color
value intensity or brightness of the color, reflecting
the luminosity of the color; represented as a
number from 0 to 100, where 0 is the darkest
possible and 100 is the brightest.
Colors are enlisted in the color base according to a somewhat un
scientific process. Color samples are gathered from available crayons and other
artists supplies, where well-known names are prominent. These colors are
given hue, saturation, and value qualifiers according to the subjective view of
the author. Hues are assigned by dividing all color samples into six basic hue
groups, and then qualifying hue values within those groups. Saturation values
are given by comparing a color's saturation to all other available sample colors
within the same color grouping. Values are assigned according to luminosity as
3See Chapter 2 for notes on use of color relative to focusing required.
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discerned subjectively by the author. Although the color model value
assignments are subjective and limited in scope, they are used only as a test
procedure to code colors for sample use. Color model values could at some
future time be assigned using a more exact process, such as mixing colors
interactively and using a computer program to discern hue, saturation, and value
qualifiers. The color modeling process used seems to work acceptably for the
ColorPalette program, and thus is adequate.
Knowledge Base
The knowledge base for ColorPalette contains the rules that reason about
the colors and about color relationships. The heuristics here serve as the
knowledge for the reasoning process of the system. Examples of heuristics
contained within the knowledge base are quantifiers for hue values, such as
determination of the red value of a given color, and relation qualifiers, such as
determination of the complement color for a given color. The rules contained
within the knowledge base are aware of the color model used in the color base,
and are able to derive knowledge assertions based on given color values.
The knowledge in the knowledge base is used by the system rules to
determine the proper advice for the ColorPalette system. The information
about colors or color relationships, such as whether a given color is considered
a "blue tone", is important in applying the reasoning process. The knowledge in
the knowledge base is constant, as long as the color model in the color base
remains the same. Because the heuristics in the knowledge base use the color
model to reason about the colors, they should be useful for relaying information
about any colors that are included in the
color base. Likewise, the knowledge
remains constant even if the rules in the rule base change their reasoning
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process. The color information remains the same a color high in saturation
remains high in saturation regardless of the rules that reason about it.
The heuristics maintained in the knowledge base are explained according
to the relationships on which they are based and the form they take. The





These value heuristics are used to determine the percentage value of the
three primary red, green, and blue hues in a given color. Values are determined
by finding the weighted value of the given hue within the color by counting up the
components of the given hue structure. These values are used in various other




Comparative value heuristics are used to compare two
colors'
primary
hue values. The primary value for each of the colors is determined and
compared, and the result returned. These heuristics call on the above value







The tonal quality of a color is important for rules
that depend on the tone
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in conjunction with other information. Tones are determined by weighing the
percentage values of each of the primary hues in a color, and seeing that the





Relative brightness and saturation values of two colors are used for
certain rules that compare these values in their reasoning process. Brightness
and saturation differences are found by comparing the absolute values of the two
colors,
"more"





These heuristics are used to determine if a color fits with the current
complement scheme. They determine the main tone of a color, and then compare
this tonal value with those of the complement scheme. The named complement
scheme value is used to compare the given tone with that of the current
complement scheme. The non-complement pures heuristic is used to determine if
the color to be checked against the complement scheme, which has already been
shown not to be in the complement scheme, is a pure color. These heuristics are
used for rules that reason about the complement scheme of a palette, noting that
colors should fit with the complement scheme, and only a limited number of pure
colors not in the complement scheme will be admitted into the palette.
Rule Base
The rule base contains the heart of the ColorPalette system, the rules
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that apply the color theory to serve as the basis for color selection. Each of the
rules reasons using the facts about colors and color relations contained in the
knowledge base. These rules are derived from the research on color theory as
related in Chapter 2. They are converted into Prolog format, adopting the
heuristics found in the research as closely as possible. The rules are formed in
Prolog by making statements about the colors and about the knowledge about
colors, using statements from the color base and knowledge base. These rules
drive the system decisions on which the palette building advice is made. Rules
are called upon to activate from various system commands, according to user
request for action.
The rule base is intentionally separate from the knowledge base to
preserve system modularity, and more importantly, to isolate the rules for
system adaptability and maintenance. Because the rules are subjectively formed
based on the color theory research, the heuristics used may not be acceptable to
all experts or for all applications. To change the point of view of the expertise
of the system, only the rules must be updated, or exchanged with another set of
more acceptable rules if desirable. The information in the color and knowledge
bases is constant - regardless of the rules used, the colors and the relationships
among them remain the same. Thus, by keeping the rule base separate from
other system knowledge, it can easily be changed to allow the entire system to
reflect a different view of expertise.
The rule base serves as the foundation for the explanation facility.
Because the rules determine the behavior of the system, explanations can be
formed based on the rules used in determining system advice. Explanations are
thus based within the rules, rather than within the color base or the knowledge
base. The format of and reasoning behind the rules must be explained to explain
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system activity.
The rules used by the ColorPalette system are explained according to
the research used to form them and the form they take. The following section
lists these rules and the information from which they are derived.
Rule Heuristics
Use opponent colors together, especially in small displays.
why: Opponent colors are widely accepted to be effective when
used together [Murc84j.
The use of opponent colors together is enforced in ColorPalette by
establishing a complement scheme, in a global variable, and using this scheme to
judge all colors added to the palette. The rule in the rule base is
ok_complement, which takes the new color to be added and checks it against the
current complement scheme. If a color is not pure it is added regardless of the
complement scheme. If a color is pure and in the complement scheme, then it is
added (so long as it meets the condition for the next heuristic). However, only
two (or fewer) pure colors not in the complement scheme are admitted into the
palette.
Do not display many pure colors simultaneously.
why: The eye cannot see many pure colors simultaneously
[Murc84].
The concern for a minimal number of pure colors is implemented by
keeping a global count on the number of pure colors in the palette. A pure color
is one whose saturation is 100 percent. Only five pure colors are allowed in the
palette at one time. The number five is chosen based on recommendations by
many different experts. In general,
the rule is seven plus-or-minus two
colors.4 Pure color limits are checked by the ok_pure_color rule, which is
4See Chapter 2 for a more complete detail on the basis of pure color
reasoning.
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called to check if the color to be added does not bring the number of pure colors
in the palette to more than five.
Use blues and reds that are more intense than their green and yellow
counterparts.
why: The eye has more trouble viewing the spectrally extreme
colors, thus blues and reds should be displayed more intensely
[Murc84j.
This heuristic is represented in the rule base by a harmonic relation,
where the palette is harmonic if the color to be added fits with each of the other
colors in the palette according to this blue/red v. green/yellow intensity
scheme. The rule okayjorjpalette checks the harmonic relation for the color
to be added, to see that it is acceptable.
Differences in different purples or red used must be greater.
Differences in different yellows, greens, or blues can be more subtle.
why: Small changes in purples and reds are less detectable than
in yellow, blues, and greens [Murc84].
The differences in reds and purples are monitored to be sure that reds
and purples in the palette differ enough from each other. The rule ok_diff_color
is called to check if a color is a red or purple tone, and if so that it differs
enough from other red or purple tones in the palette.
Additional rules that might be used for color selection, but that have not
been used at this time by ColorPalette include:
Avoid pure blue.
why. Pure blue appears unfocused because it has a distant focal
point [Murc84].
Use blue in limited applications.
why: With age, the eye is increasingly insensitive to blue
[Spik84].
Avoid small color differences.
why: Small color differences may be indistinguishable
[Murc84].
Use higher brightness levels when possible.
why: Older operators have trouble discerning color by hue
alone [Murc84].
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Adjustments of saturation and hue characteristics can be used to offset
brightness [Rice85].
Secondary colors (magenta, yellow, cyan) are brighter [Jone86j.
Optimum luminance contrasts are between 4:1 and 10:1 [Rice85].
Warm colors are reds, oranges, and yellows.
Cool colors are blues, and greens.
These rules may be incorporated into the rule base at a later time if
desired.
Putting it all Together
The color base, knowledge base, and rule base are joined in the system
through the commands and main modules. The commands modules contains
all system commands, which are made up of the various rules as appropriate.
These commands are listed in the System Commands section in Chapter 3. The
main module contains the system driver and start-up and clean-up routines. A
final module used by the ColorPalette system is the function module, which
contains all necessary functions that are not contained elsewhere. Together
these six units makeup the ColorPalette system.
These six modules are unified within the overall system structure.
Although modules are not completely mutually exclusive, the calling of modules
from other modules is somewhat regular. The main module starts up the system
and then runs a loop to read user requests and process them. Start-up routines
include creating default global variables, and clean-up
routines include retracting
these variables from the data base. The processing entails calling the
appropriate command in the command module. The commands are responsible for
calling the appropriate rules in the
rule base. The rules in turn call upon
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statements in the knowledge base as necessary. Both the rules and the
knowledge heuristics may call upon information in the color base in their
reasoning processes, or miscellaneous routines in the function module.
The system uses a number of global variables to derive advice and reason
about the palette. Because the nature of Prolog is to use the database to retain
program data, through assertion and retraction, these global variables are
maintained through the Prolog database. Each module, instead of passing data
back and forth, asserts and retracts data as necessary from the database. The
global variables used in ColorPalette include:
palette the palette itself, maintained as a list of color names
eg. palette([blue, violet, lavender]).
num_palette_colors the total number of colors currently in the palette
eg. num_palette_colors(3).
num_pure_colors the number of pure colors currently in the palette
eg. num_pure_colors(2).
complement_scheme the complement scheme of the palette, either red-green
(rg), blue-orange(bo), or purple-yellow(py)
eg. comp_scheme(rg).
The modules decided for ColorPalette are implemented separately for
reasons of maintenance and adjustability, as explained above.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RFSIII Tft
System Assessment
Use of the ColorPalette system shows that the user is able to build
acceptable palettes, using the expert advice of the system. The palettes built
prove to uphold the heuristics of color theory on which they are based. These
palettes are thus successful according to the given rules. Viable palettes can be
formed, altered, and evaluated by the user to meet user requirements, applying
the advice of the ColorPalette system to arrive at sound color decisions.
The system has been tested numerous times (at least 50), by both color
experts and novices. Test criteria used to evaluate the system include
acceptance of various system commands, adequate feedback from system
actions, successful palette building capabilities, and complete and helpful
explanations. Results are both consistent and robust. Entering the same
sequence of commands more than once results in exactly the same palette and
series of responses and explanations each time. The system accepts all user
requests, even if only to note that the request is unrecognizable.
All users of the system seem satisfied with the palettes built. Likewise,
users are content with system advice and explanations. Because ColorPalette
is able to explain decisions in terms of the color theory heuristics it used to
make those decisions, the user is always aware of the reasoning process behind
the color selection. The user is thus able to learn about color theory and build
more intelligent palettes through extended use of the ColorPalette system.
The successful results of the ColorPalette system lend support to the
use of knowledge-based systems in color design, specifically in the color
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selection process. It proves the viability of using the given color model
approach to derive the knowledge and rule bases. ColorPalette shows that an
advisory system for color selection is a feasible and valuable tool in the color
design process. It serves as a valid and strong foundation for future work in
knowledge-based color modeling.
Limitations
Use and testing of the ColorPalette system reveals a number of system
limitations, which should be noted . Many of these limitations could be addressed
with system upgrades as desired. The following paragraphs discuss these
limitations and potential extensions that would improve the system by
remedying the limitations.
The primary limitation of the ColorPalette system is that, as a
knowledge-based system, it can only perform based on the knowledge built into
the system. Thus, it uses a fixed set of heuristics. These heuristics may not
prove valid for each and every color selection process that might be used. Also,
the heuristics are formed based on the summation of a number of rules according
to various research and multiple experts. Thus, all experts might not agree on
the rules used. The heuristics are the best attempt at combining all information
gathered, but may not be acceptable to certain human experts. However,
because the rule base, the driving force of the system expertise, is separate
from all other system components (see Chapter 4), it is easily substituted with
a different set of rules. The system may be expanded eventually to support user
selection of the expertise used, if so desired. Thus, the limitation of not
pleasing everyone is not a large concern.
ColorPalette is also limited because it can only reason about colors
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known to it in the color base. Color names must be known to the system so that
it can identify the components of the color. This limitation is primarily due to
the system using verbal interaction to reason about colors and the system.
Using well-known color names is the only way of identifying colors to the
system. At some time in the future, however, ColorPalette could readily be
adapted to support interactive color mixing, using a graphic paint or color
mixing program to identify colors. With such an interactive graphic system,
color names will no longer be necessary, as the hue, saturation, and value
components of each color will be known internally to the system.
Another significant limitation of the system is that although it gives
useful advice, it may not prove to be completely helpful as a stand-alone
application. Automation of the color selection process is only the first step at
automated color design. A system able to evaluate all components of a screen
and successfully assign colors to these screen elements might prove especially
useful. Color selection is only the first step at automating the color design
process. However, ColorPalette, because it is successful at this first step,
may be used as the basis for additional design steps, such as automatic color
assignment. The knowledge base in the ColorPalette system can serve as the
foundation of the knowledge base for a more advanced design system because it
incorporates all necessary color theory information. Further knowledge could
readily be added to this base if so desired.
Finally, the ColorPalette system is limited because it does not perform
color selection with additional system knowledge. In performing color selection,
the system is unable to take into account screen layout or assignment factors.
Such factors may crucially affect a palette.
For instance, in the system as it
stands, the advisor will not allow both violet and yellow to be present in a single
palette. The reasoning used is based on the theory that violet is less intense
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than yellow, and in acceptable palettes all yellow tones must be less intense than
blue and red tones. However, if a screen is representing fruit elements,
including a bunch of violet grapes and a yellow lemon, it may be more important
that the fruit elements are colored with hues that are well-known to represent
them. Selection without complete knowledge of the application may prove to be
inadequate. With system extensions, as discussed above, to incorporate
intelligent color assignment, perhaps the heuristics used in color selection could
be modified to account for such color assignment factors.
Annotated Sample Run
This section contains examples from a running of the ColorPalette
system, with explanations of the various stages of color selection. It is
presented both to demonstrate system functionality and to help explain the
reasoning process used by ColorPalette.
The user starts the system by typing the
"color"




The system responds with a welcome message and standard prompt:
This is COLOR, o knowledge-based system to help
determine appropriate color computer screens.
Please enter request>
The user responds with an initial request to add the color red:
add red
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and the system responds with:
red has been added to the palette.
The user goes on to add a few more colors to the palette:
Please enter reque$t> add uiolet_blue
uiolet_blue has been added to the palette.
Please enter request> add yellow
yellow is not a good choice for the palette.
The system accepts the request to add violet blue, but objects to the
choice of yellow for the palette. At this point the user wants an explanation for
the system's refusal to add yellow, so the user enters the why command and
gets the following explanation:
Please enter request> why
yellow doesn't fit with the current complement scheme.
But that's okay because there are few pure colors
yellow is more intense than uiolet_blue
Green/yellow tones should be less intense than blue/red tones.
The system reviews its reasoning process. It first explains that it has
considered the complement scheme of the palette, and finds that although yellow
does not fit, there are not enough colors in the palette yet to make a difference.
It then compares yellow to violet-blue which is already in the palette, and finds
that yellow and violet blue are unacceptable together because yellow is more
intense than violet-blue. The user continues:
Please enter request) add lauender
lauender has been added to the palette.
The user is now curious about why certain colors are accepted when
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others are rejected, and asks the system why lavender is acceptable:
Please enter request> why
lauender is not a pure color so it has no impact on the complement
scheme.
lauender and uiolet-blue are both blue/red tones, so that's okay.
lauender and red are both blue/red tones, so that's okay.
Again the system explains its reasoning process. Lavender is okay
because it has no affect on the complement scheme of the palette, and is
acceptable with both of the other colors already in the palette. The user
continues:
Please enter request> add peach
peach has been added to the palette.
Please enter request> add maize
maize has been added to the palette.
The user is unclear as to the reason why maize can be added to the
palette where yellow could not, since both are derived from the same basic
yellow hue. The user questions the system:
Please enter request) why
maize is not a pure color so it has no impact on the complement scheme.
maize is less intense than peach
- this is okay.
maize is less intense than lauender
- this is okay.
maize is less intense than uiolet-blue
- this is okay.
maize is less intense than red
- this is okay.
The explanation is clear. Maize fits well with the other colors in the
palette, and has no impact on the complement scheme. The user now wished to
get a list of all colors currently in the palette, and makes the list request:
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Please enter request> list






The user continues to add colors and make requests for explanations as
desired:
Please enter request> add sea_green
sea_green is not a good choice for the palette.
Please enter request> why
sea_green is not a pure color so it has no impact on the complement
scheme.
sea_green and maize are both green/yellow tones, so that's okay.
sea_green is less intense than peach - this is okay.
sea.green is less intense than lauender - this is okay.
sea_green is more intense than uiolet-blue
Green/yellow tones should be less intense than blue/red tones.
Please enter request> add turquoise
turquoise has been added to the palette.
Please enter request> add uiolet
uiolet has been added to the palette.
Please enter request> add blue
blue is not a good choice for the palette.
With the attempt to add blue, the user is confused as to why it is
unacceptable, since other blue tones (violet-blue, turquoise) have been accepted.
The user asks the system for an explanation:
Please enter request) why
blue doesn't fit with the current complement scheme.
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There are already too many pure colors not in the complement scheme.
A new heuristic has been introduced. The relationship of the color to the
complement scheme proves significant, because blue is a pure color and does not
fit with the complement scheme. The system is reasoning based on the heuristic
that a complement scheme should be used to unify the color palette, and that the
number of pure colors in the system should be limited outside of this complement
scheme. The user decides to remove another of the pure colors to allow blue to
be added to the palette. He removes violet and then tries to add the blue again:
Please enter request) remoue uiolet
uiolet has been remoued from the palette.
Please enter request) add blue
blue has been added to the palette.
This time, the blue is acceptable because the removal of the violet has
allowed another pure color not in the complement scheme to be added to the
palette. The user now lists the palette again to see the colors it contains:
Please enter request) list








The user now wished the system to suggest some other colors that might
go with the palette. The user asks the system for help:
Please enter request) suggest
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The system responds with:
thistle is a good color.
Should I [a]dd it, [sluggest another, or [ilgnore?
The user wishes to add thistle and does so, then asks for other
suggestions:
a
thistle has been added to the palette
Please enter request) suggest
orchid is a good color.
Should I [a]dd it, [sluggest another, or [ilgnore?
Instead of adding orchid, the user wishes to keep getting system
suggestions until a desirable color is found:
s
plum is a good color.
Should I [a]dd it, [sluggest another, or [ilgnore?
s
crimson is a good color.
Should I [aldd it, [sluggest another, or [ilgnore?
s
orange_red is a good color.
Should I [aldd it, [sluggest another, or [ilgnore?
a
orange_red has been added to the palette
The user has added orange red and now wishes to see the current palette:
Please enter request) list











The user is satisfied with this palette, and wishes to end the advice
session:
Please enter request) quit
Thanks alot for using COLOR.
Hope it was of some help
yes
7-
The system exits with a friendly message, and the unavoidable Prolog
"yes".
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CHAPTER SIX: CONOI IISIQN.S
The ColorPalette system yields successful results, and proves the
feasibility of a knowledge-based system built around an intelligent color model.
This approach is shown valid for the given rules of color theory, and the system
architecture is such that the system can be readily altered or extended to accept
additional or different heuristics. The foundation of the color and knowledge
bases are robust enough to serve as the basis for the system, no matter what
rules sit on top of them. Simply changing the rule base, while retaining the
remainder of the system, can yield varying results.
The system has many potential extensions. In addition to the above
mentioned adjustable rule base capabilities, the system has much promise for
additional studies and research.
As noted in the limitations section in Chapter 5, the incorporation of
interactive graphics techniques would be beneficial and extend the user's role in
choosing colors for the palette. Likewise, interactive color graphic output would
enhance the system by allowing viewing of the colors in the palette. The user
would certainly have a clearer idea of the colors themselves if he were able to
see them individually, before trying to add them to the palette, and then within
the palette as a whole. Interactive color mixing would greatly enhance the
user's participation in color selection, and expand the capabilities of the system
to dynamically build the color base and recognize an unlimited number of colors.
The number of colors would be limited by system hardware, rather than by the
color names stored in software.
The ColorPalette system would also serve as an excellent basis for an
automated color assignment system. It successfully translates the rules of
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color theory into its knowledge and rule bases. The heuristics used in
ColorPalette are in a form that would be readily mergeable with additional
heuristics for color assignment. It can serve as the heart of such a color
assignment system, or any other knowledge-based system rooted in color
theory concepts.
ColorPalette has proved successful in introducing a new type of
knowledge-based advisory system. It incorporates the tenets of computer
graphics color modeling with a valid reasoning process. ColorPalette provides a
flexible color model for reasoning about color and its use in human-viewed
computer screens. It enforces massive possibility for color research work,
because it presents a modeling system never before attempted, and achieves
successful results in its attempts.
The work in ColorPalette, while successfully introducing a new approach
to color reasoning, paves the way for an endless number of applications. The
above-mentioned color assignment possibility is just one suggestion for the use
of knowledge-based color modeling. The work for ColorPalette stresses that
there is much yet to be done to fully automate the color design process.
However, it does succeed in the first step of automating this design process, and
supports the thesis introduced that an advisory system for color selection is
viable, desirable, and possible.
Colors are readily modeled so that they can be represented in a
knowledge base. Heuristics can be built on top of the color model to reason about
individual colors, and about relations among colors. The heuristics can be
combined to form rules that evaluate the color, and such rules can be formed to
easily parallel the human expert's rules
for color selection based on color
theory. These rules can be used to build successful and helpful color palettes,
and combined to form a knowledge-based system to be used by designers. The
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system provides the user with a valuable resource for color design. The work in
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms












use of a few relatively contrasting colors to
create a pleasingly colored computer display
the saturation intensity of a color, which
dictates the light percentage perceived; valued
from dim to bright; same as intensity or value
simuttaneous use of many fully saturated colors
to produce a busy, confusing computer display
purity level of color; represented as a number
from 0 to 100, where lower number designates
less purity (more grey looking); also known as
saturation
the sensation of different wavelengths on the
optic nerves which reflects or is absorbed by
various objects and gives them variously hued
appearances
the human inability to perceive
"normal"
distinction in colors, often due to an unbalanced
optical system
the application of facts about the physical and
emotional qualities of color
pairs of color values which balance each other
through mutually exclusive inclusion of the
three primary color values, and which combine
additively to produce white and subtractively to
produce black (or dark brown)
the screen component of a computer system
which serves as the focal point for interaction
with the human user
elements of the eye that allow color to be
perceived that are responsible for color vision,
located primarily in the center of the retina;
cones are of three types, red, green, and blue,
allowing perception of the red, green, and blue
light waves that allow colors of the spectrum to
be represented.












light model of color
logic programming
luminance
adjacent forms create opposing or agreeable
variations
the process whereby known facts or processes
are logically applied and combined with some
subjective or random techniques to create a
desired output
the wavelength of monochromatic stimulus
mixed with specified achromatic stimulus to
give the specific color match
one trained, skilled, and practiced in a given
function
color model using hue, lightness, and saturation
characteristics to uniquely identify colors
color model using hue, saturation and value
charateristics to uniquely identify colors
the attribute of color denoted by name and
classified as a given wavelength in the range of
the color spectrum
the dialog which occurs between a computer and
its human user in performing some computer
function
same as brightness or value
a computer program which uses foundations of
artificial intelligence to replicate a process as
carried out by a human
"expert"
the organization of forms or objects within a
computer screen, encompassing the relative
location of each to each other
approach to colored light waves, based on the
additive theories of colored light, and whose
three primary colors are red, blue, and green
the discipline within artificial intelligence which
applies First Order Predicate Logic in computer
programming
the quantity of light or energy present in a
color, as measured in candelas per square meter
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perceptual attributes of color one way in which color can be described, also
referred to as psychological attributes;





another way in which color can be described;
psychophysical attributes are luminance,
dominant wavelength, and excitation purity
the degree of absolute color value, to which a




color model using weighted values of red, green,
and blue hues to represent colors
elements of the eye that allow color to be
perceived, resident in the retina, and mostly
utilized in nighttime vision
a knowledge-based system that primarily uses a





the degree to which the chromatic stimulus of
the color differs from the achromatic stimulus
of the color, regardless of brightness, causing a
color to appear more or less grey; saturation is
used interchangeably with the term chroma.
amount of grey in a color; same as brightness,
value or intensity
the term used to refer to the intensity level of a
given color, ranging from bright to dim; same as
brightness or intensity
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Appendix B: Analysis of the Expert Design Process
The second major method of research used is the examination of the color
design process as performed by a human expert. The expert chosen to interview
is Jonathon Levine, a Xerox employee who works in a User Interface group for a
product that is to have a user interface made up of colored CRT screens. The
process used was to speak with Jonathon, view the colored display, and proceed
with a question and answer knowledge acquisition routine to determine the basic
process and rules used by his group in completing the color design. On viewing
the display I noted immediately that the annotation approach had been chosen.
We talked about this and Jonathon pointed out a number of the above stated
fancies of the Christmas tree approach. Before working on this project,
Jonathon had little knowledge of color and interface design, so he was able to
identify his sources for knowledge on color design. Many of these sources have
been used for research here. Jonathon's basic process is the following:
1. Identify colors for elements that have specific application references
which require them to be of the designated color.
2. Display all such references colors on the screen simultaneously, and
adjust any as necessary for acceptable human viewing. This seems to be
a subjective process. I asked Jonathon about the subjectivity of the
process and he noted that though his group did proceed in doing this in a
very subjective manner, after they examined the
color values they had
chosen they saw that the new colors fit in readily with the concepts
of
color theory on brightness and saturation value as they related
to human
perception and interaction.
3. Identify colors for elements for which
cultural functional knowledge
can be applied, such as information about safety or
temperature.
4. Display these elements with assigned
colors on the screen and adjust
brightness and saturation, and perform any other adjustments that may
be necessary for acceptable
human viewing.
5. Assign additional colors to elements based on the
relational aspects of
the previously assigned
elements and the attributes of the colors
themselves.
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6. Display these elements with assigned colors on the screen and adjust
brightness and saturation, and perform any other adjustments that may
be necessary for acceptable human viewing.
7. Select highlight colors for elements needing them, based on others
previously assigned, the function of highlight (positive for selection,
negative for not in use, etc.), and the assigned background color
8. Display these elements with assigned colors on the screen and adjust
brightness and saturation, and perform any other adjustments that may
be necessary for acceptable human viewing.
This process is quite generic, but I believe it has definite application to attaining
an automatic color assignment process through a knowledge-based system.
Jonathon presented me with the document that explains why the colors
eventually decided on were chosen. Coloring Book incorporates much of this
reasoning strategy.
The session with the human expert served three basic functions. First, it
pointed out that in screen design, especially in interface design, many tradeoffs
exist among issues of application specific color functionality and the theoretical
color operability guidelines as laid out by the principles of color design. In other
words, there are many subtle rules to follow and the conclusions for design are
not always simple or obvious. Second, and perhaps most important, the process
supports the ability of a knowledge-based system to perform color design
because of the emergence of these underlying guidelines. Third, the session
showed that Jonathon's system had characteristics select to it alone, and the
process used by his group can probably only serve as a guideline. Chances are
that if his process were followed exactly, any other screen that Coloring Book
would design would require future adaptions.
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Appendix C: Other Color Design Experts
For a more complete understanding of the color design process, and to be
able to most accurately extend the bases of this process to an automated
system, certain historical color "experts" are studied. These
"experts"
are
most known for their color design not in computer screen design, but in painting.
Although their area of expertise is different, the methodologies of these painters
serve as strong support for the idea that design is a process that is founded in
logical statements and relations. These painters differ from standard designers
in that they are artists, and aspire to create works with quite different
audiences and intents than those of most computer screen designs. However,
these painters based their works on the primary tenets of color theory and the
design process. Their interpretations of design serves as added information for
the building of the knowledge base for ColorPalette.
Cezanne is an artist known for his use of pure color form and contrasting
color theories. He based his approach to color application on founded theories
about the vibrancy of pure color and the interrelation of various forms of pure
color. Cezanne, as did many artists, started with basic theories of color design
in creating his signature works of art [Rewa76].
Matisse, also, understood the importance of color, but chose to apply his
knowledge of the basics of color design towards different ends. Matisse too
studied the vibrancy of pure color forms [Flam78]. But whereas Cezanne used
pure color in combinations with contrasting shades, Matisse allowed colored
forms to stand alone, stressing the decorative qualities of color. Matisse
understood the importance of pure color contrasts to make his forms dance and
communicate pure forms. He applied the foundations of color theory.
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Mondrian studied the impressions of colored forms on the 2-dimensional
surface. He also studied the effects of pure color forms. Mondrian combined a
few areas of the purest primary colors with otherwise monochromatic canvases
in his mature works [Jaff68]. Again, the foundations of color forms and color
theories served as the basis for this artist's works.
These analyses of these three great artists do not mean to imply that
design is art, as the separation of the two is integral to the automation of the
design process. Nor should they imply that all artists use basic color theories as
the foundation for their works. However, their approaches to design as the
basis of their art serve as important examples of logical applications of color
theory for expressive means. Their methods support the logical approach to
design that is to serve as a basis for the work in ColorPalette.
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Appendix D: Rules for Assignment of Colors
This appendix lists rules that might be used for an extended system to
perform color assignment. The research on which these rules are based is
presented as the
'why'
explanation for each rule.
Use no more than 10 colors to code the absolute identifications of the
display.
why: The maximum number of colors the average person can
simultaneously recognize is 10 [Rice85].
Do not form edges with hue differences alone, use brightness.
why: Brightness is an important factor in color discernability
[Rice85].
Do not assign blue to text, thin lines, or small objects.
why: Because only 2% of the eye's cones are blue, the eye has
trouble focusing on small blue objects [Smit85].
Use blue for large zones, if application so allows.
why: The eye has trouble focusing on blue, so if blue is used as
a background, objects of other colors appear more vivid
[Spik84].
Do not allow adjacent colors to differ only by the amount of blue.
why: Colors differing only in terms of blue do not produce
sharp edges [Murc84].
Do not use red or green in the display periphery.
why: The eye has trouble focusing on red or green in peripheral
vision because red and green cones tend to be located in the
center of the retina [Murc84].
Do not use yellow/grey, blue/grey, or crimson/brown for adjacent
elements.
why: These opposing tones are often indistinguishable,
especially to the color deficient [Spik84].
Warm colors should be used to denote heat.
Cool colors should be used to denote coolness.
why: Relations are culturally accepted as
such.5
5Where the explanation is that relations are culturally accepted as such, the
basis for acceptance is that color associations are often culturally ingrained in
human behavior, and are very difficult to unlearn. Cultural references are, as
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Warm colors should be used to denote excitement or elation.
Cool colors should be used to denote depression or distress.
why: Relations are culturally accepted as such.
Red should be used to denote not ready, stopping, or fatal errors.
Yellow or amber should be used to denote caution or warning.
Green should be used to denote proceeding or ready condition.
why: Relations are culturally accepted as such.
Assign small objects a hue that is complementary to that of its
surrounding field.
why: Providing as much contrast as possible will prevent small
objects from getting lost [Itte70].
If two adjacent elements are of complementary color, desaturate them
to alleviate floating.
why: Adjacent elements of complementary color can appear to
float if both are highly saturated [Itte70].
Use 20 to 50 colors overall, depending on the application, and stay as
close to 20 as possible.
why: 20 colors can be appropriately used for redundant
identification, and 50 is the maximum number of colors
acceptable on the screen at any one time [Rice85].
noted in the assumptions section, based on
western civilization customs.
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Appendix E: Program Code
This appendix contains the code used for the ColorPalette program. It is
made up of six files, as follows6:
colors.p
knowledge.p
The color base for the program - lists each of the
colors recognizable by the system and their HSV model
components.
The knowledge base for the program - contains each of
the heuristics that reason about individual color values
or relational values among colors.
rules.p The rule base for the program - contains the rules
formed from the color theory research that rely on the
knowledge base for their reasoning process.
command.p The commands for system interaction
- contains code
for carrying out each of the system commands,
including calls to the rule base for evaluation as
necessary.
main.p The system driver
- includes start-up and clean-up
code, and the main input processing loop.
function.p Miscellaneous system functions, not otherwise included
in the other files.












Name according to chroma for this triplet
Hue - as a list of primary colors, where the first element is
itself a list of THE primary tone (red, blue, green,
purple[red,blue], yellow[red,green], orange[red,red,green]
Saturation - purity level of color, as a percentage of full




Value - brightness of the color, as a percentage of







purples and reds first in database because of rule to use purples and




Pure colors (saturation = 100) 7
color(magenta, [[red,blue]], 100, 80).
color(violet, [[red.blue], blue], 100, 60).
color(red_violet, [[red.blue], blue, red], 100, 65).
color(blue_violet, [[blue.red], blue, blue], 100, 50).
/*
Tints (more white, so lower saturation) 7
color(thistle, [[blue.red], blue], 20, 50).
color(orchid, [[blue.red], blue], 50, 50).
color(plum, [[blue.red], blue], 75, 60).
/*
Tones (more of the complement, so less bright and lower saturation) 7




Pure colors (saturation = 100) 7
coloured, [[red]], 100, 80).
color(crimson, [[red], red, red, blue], 100, 80).
color(orange_red, [[red], red, green, red], 100, 80).
color(violet_red, [[red], red, blue], 100, 80).
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/*
Tints (more white, so lower saturation) 7
color(carnation_pink, [[red]], 40, 60).
/*
Shades (more black, so less bright) 7
color(maroon, [[red]], 60, 50).
color(brick_red, [[red]], 60, 40).
/*
Tones (more of the complement, so less bright and lower saturation) 7
color(indian_red, [[red]], 50, 30).




Pure colors (saturation = 100) 7
color(blue, [[blue]], 100, 70).
color(cyan, [[blue], green], 100, 80).
color(indigo, [[blue], blue, blue, red], 100, 75).
color(cerulean, [[blue], blue, blue, green], 100, 90).
color(violet_blue, [[blue], blue, red, blue], 100, 55).
color(green_blue, [[blue], green, blue], 100, 60).
/*
Tints (more white, so lower saturation but highish brightness) 7
color(sky_blue, [[blue]], 40, 80).
color(cornflower, [[blue]], 80, 60).
color(turquoise, [[blue], blue, green], 90, 70).
/*
Shades (more black, so less saturated and less bright) 7
color(gray_blue, [[blue]], 15, 25).
color(cadet_blue, [[blue]], 30, 30).
color(navy_blue, [[blue]], 80, 50).
r Tones (more of the complement, so less
bright and lower saturation) 7




Pure colors (saturation = 100) 7
color(orange, [[red.red.green]], 100,
90).









Tints (more white, so lower saturation) 7
color(apricot, [[red.red.green]], 40, 60).
/*
Shades (more black, so less bright) 7
color(melon, [[red.red.green]], 75, 60).
color(burnt_orange, [[red.red.green]], 50, 40).
color(bittersweet, [[red.red.green]], 50, 50).
color(brown, [[red.red.green]], 50, 30).
color(sepia, [[red.red.green]], 50, 20).
/*
Tones (more of the complement, so less bright and lower saturation) 7
color(tan, [[red.red.green]], 40, 20).
color(burnt_sienna, [[red.red.green]], 40, 40).
color(mahogany, [[red.red.green], red], 50, 35).
color(peach, [[red.red.green], red], 35, 65).
r YELLOWS 7
/*
Pure colors (saturation = 100) 7
color(yellow, [[red.green]], 100, 80).
color(green_yellow, [[green, red], green], 100, 75).
color(orange_yellow, [[red.green], red, red, green], 100, 95).
/*
Tints (more white, so lower saturation) 7
color(lemon_yellow, [[red.green]], 80, 100).
/*
Shades (more black, so less bright) 7
color(goldenrod, [[red.green]], 60, 40).
/*
Tones (more of the complement, so less bright and lower saturation) 7
color(maize, [[red.green]], 55, 30).
r GREENS 7
/*
Pure colors (saturation = 100) 7
color(green, [[green]], 100, 70).
color(chartreuse, [[green], green, red], 100, 60).
color(jade, [[green], green, blue], 100, 75).
color(lime, [[green], green, green, red], 100, 75).
color(kelly, [[green], green, green, blue], 100, 80).
color(blue_green, [[green], blue, blue, green], 100, 60).
color(yellow_green, [[green], red, green], 100, 65).
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/*
Tints (more white, so lower saturation) 7
color(sea_green, [[green]], 60, 60).
color(aquamarine, [[green], green, blue], 80, 65).
color(spring_green, [[green], green, red], 40, 70).
/*
Shades (more black, so less bright) 7
color(forest_green, [[green]], 40, 30).
color(pine_green, [[green]], 60, 40).
/*
Tones (more of the complement, so less bright and lower saturation) 7
color(olive_green, [[green]], 20, 20).
color(raw_sienna, [[green]], 10, 5).












routines to determine color values based on Hue list 7
red_value([Main|Rest], Value) :-
/*
get red value of main tone list 7
red_value(Main, Mainvalue, 0),
/*
get red value on rest of list 7
red_value(Rest, Restvalue, 0),
/*
add together and return total value 7
Value is Mainvalue + Restvalue, I.
red_value([], Value, Value).
/*
empty list, so have value 7
red_value([First|Rest], Value, Cur_value) :-
/*
first = red, so add to value 7
(First = red),
New_value is Cur_value + 1,
red_value(Rest, Value, New_value).
red_value([First|Rest], Value, Cur_value) :-
/*




get green value of main tone list 7
green_value(Main, Mainvalue, 0),
/*
get green value on rest of list 7
green_value(Rest, Restvalue, 0),
/*
add together and return total value 7
Value is Mainvalue + Restvalue, I.
green_value([], Value, Value).
/*
empty list, so have value 7
green_value([First|Rest], Value, Cur_value) :-
/*
first = green, so up value 7
(First = green),
New_value is Cur_value + 1,
green_value(Rest, Value, New_value).
green_value([First|Rest], Value, Cur_value) :-
/*




get blue value of main tone list 7
blue_value(Main, Mainvalue, 0),
/*




add together and return total value 7
Value is Mainvalue + Restvalue, I.
blue_value([], Value, Value).
/*
empty list, so have value 7
blue_value([First|Rest], Value, Cur_value) :-
/
first = blue, so add to value 7
(First = blue),
New_value is Cur_value + 1,
blue_value(Rest, Value, New_value).
blue_value([First|Rest], Value, Cur_value) :-
/*





verify they are 2 colors and get brightness values 7
color(Color1, _, _, Brightl),
color(Color2, _, _, Bright2),
/*
find the difference in brightness 7
Diff is Bright2 - Brightl,
abs(Diff, Abs_diff),
Abs_diff > 20, I.
more_bright(Color1 , Color2) :-
/*
verify they are 2 colors and get brightness values 7
color(Color1, _, _, Brightl),
color(Color2, _, _, Bright2),
/*
true if brightness of first is greater than second 7
Brightl >= Bright2, I.
diff_sat(Color1 , Color2) :-
/*
verify they are 2 colors and get saturation values 7
color(Color1
, _, Sat1, J,
color(Color2, _, Sat2, J,
/*
find the difference in brightness 7
Diff is Sat2 - Sat1,
abs(Diff, Abs.diff),
Abs_diff > 20, I.
more_sat(Color1 , Color2) :-
/*
verify they are 2 colors and get saturation values 7
color(Color1 , _, Sat1, J,
color(Color2, _, Sat2, J,
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/*
true if saturation of first is greater than second 7
Sat1 >= Sat2, I.
diff_red_value(Color1. Color2) :-
/*
verify they are 2 colors and get hue values 7
color(Color1
, Hue1, _, J,
color(Color2, Hue2, _, J,
red_value(Hue1, Red1),
red_value(Hue2, Red2),
not(Red1 == Red2), I.
diff_green_value(Color1, Color2) :-
/*
verify they are 2 colors and get hue values 7
color(Color1
, Hue1, _, _),
color(Color2, Hue2, _, _),
green_value(Hue1, Greenl),
green_value(Hue2, Green2),
not(Green1 == Green2), I.
diff_blue_value(Color1, Color2) :-
/*
verify they are 2 colors and get hue values 7
color(Color1 , Hue1, _, _),
color(Color2, Hue2, _, _),
blue_value(Hue1, Bluel),
blue_value(Hue2, Blue2),
not(Blue1 == Blue2), I.
/*
TONES - something is considered of that tone if that color value is more
than the others 7
blue_tone(Color) :-
/*
get the hue of the color 7
color(Color, Hue, _, J,
/*








get the hue of the color 7
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color(Color, Hue, _, J,
/*








get the hue of the color 7
color(Color, Hue, _, _),
/*








get the hue of the color 7
color(Color, Hue, _, _),
/*
determine if green value and red value are both greater than






Diff is Gvalue - Rvalue,




get the hue of the color 7
color(Color, Hue, _, J,
/
determine if red and blue value are both greater
than green
value, and if blue value



















see if a complement scheme exists 7
complement_scheme(Scheme),
/*
if so, see if this color fits with it 7









figure out this color's complement scheme 7











count up the number of pures in the palette that are not







non_comp_pures(Num, Curnum, [First|Rest]) :-
/*
if first is pure 7
color(First, [Mainhue|J, 100, _),
/*








if it is not of complement scheme, count it and recurse 7
(Newnum is Curnum + 1,
non_comp_pures(Num, Newnum, Rest))).
non_comp_pures(Num, Curnum, [First|Rest]) :-
/*














Use opponent colors together, especially in small displays. 7
/*
Implement by establishing a complement scheme in the palette
WHERE most pure colors in the complement scheme (all but 2)




if not a pure colorr ok 7
color(New_color, _, Sat, J,
not (Sat == 100),
assert(explain(New_color)),
assert(explain('












fits with the current complement scheme.')),
assert(explain(nl)) );
/*
if not, okay only if less than 2 pures not in scheme 7
(assert(explain(New_color)),
assert(explain('
doesn"t fit with the current complement scheme.')),
assert(explain(nl)), assert(explain(tab)),
non_comp_pures(Noncomps), !,
( (Noncomps < 2,
assert(explain('But thaf's okay because there are few ')),
assert(explain('pure colors')),
assert(explain(nl)) );
(assert(explain(There are already too many pure colors not
in ')),
assert(explain('the complement scheme.')),
assert(explain(nl)), fail )) )), I.
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/*
use no more than 5 pure colors simultaneously (pure where Sat = 100) 7
ok_pure_color(New_color) :-
/*
see if the color is a pure color 7
color(New_color, _, Sat, J,
/*
if not, okay 7
((Sat < 100);
/*
if so, see how many pure colors there are in the palette 7
(num_pure_colors(Num_pure),
/*
if 5 already, cannot add this color, so fail 7




if get here then must be too many pure colors 7
assert(explain(New_color)),
assert(explain('




in the palette, which is as many as are allowed.')),
assert(explain(nl)),
/*
now fail so flags calling routine 7
I, fail.
/*








































the color is more intense, so okay 7
assert(explain(Color)),
assert(explain('
is more intense than ')),
assert(explain(First)),
assert(explain('
- this is okay.')),
assert(explain(nl)), I );
/*
the color is not more intense, so explain and fail 7
(assert(explain(Color)),
assert(explain('
less intense than ')),
assert(explain(First)),
assert(explain(nl)), assert(explain(tab)),
assert(explain('Blue/red tones should be more intense than green/yellow
tones.')),







the color is less intense, so okay 7
assert(explain(Color)),
assert(explainf is less intense than ')),
assert(explain(First)),
assert(explain('
- this is okay.')),
assert(explain(nl)), I );
/*
the color is not less intense, so explain and fail 7
(assert(explain(Color)),




assert(explain('Green/yellow tones should be less intense than blue/red tones.')),




Differences in purples or red must be greater.
Differences in yellows, greens, or blues can be more subtle.
So, make sure any purple or red is different by at least
saturation and brightness 7
/*





otherwise, (IS purple or red tone), run check 7
ok_color_diff(Color) :-
color(Color, _, Sat, Val),
palette(P),
ok_color1 (Color, Sat, Val, P), I.
ok_color1 (Color, S, V, []).
/*
okay when no more in palette to test 7
/*
if first and color are not both purple or red tones, okay 7
ok_color1 (Color, S, V, [First|Rest]) :-
not (purple_tone(First), purpleJone(Color)),
not (red_tone(First), red_tone(Color)).
ok_color1 (Color, S, V, [FirstjRest]) :-
/*
if here then color and first are both purple or red tones 7
color(First, _, S1, V1),
/*
make sure they differ 7
not (S - S1, V- V1),
/*
recurse 7
ok_color1 (Color, S, V, Rest), I.
/*
if here then colors are not different enough 7
ok_color1 (Color, _, _, [First|Rest]) :-
assert(explain(Color)), assert(explainf does not differ enough from ')),
assert(explain(First)), assert(explain(',')),
assert(explain(nl)), assert(explain(tab)),
assert(explain('which is already in the palette.')),
assert(explain(nl)),
/*




Avoid pure blue. 7
/*
Avoid small color differences. 7
/*
Use highter brightness levels when possible. 7
/*
Use purples and reds before other colors 7
/*
implemented by putting them first for suggestion in the database 7
/*
Use opponent colors together, especially in small displays. 7
/*












parse_and_execute([Cmd | Rest]) :-
/*
assumes command as a list of atoms 7
/*
if command is not why, clear the explanation 7
((Cmd == why); clear_explain),
/*
figure out which command to call 7
((Cmd == commands, list_cmds);
(Cmd == help, list_cmds);
(Cmd == colors, list_colors);
(Cmd == add, add(Rest));
(Cmd == remove, remove(Rest));
(Cmd == list, list_palette);
(Cmd == suggest, suggest);
(Cmd == sample, sample
_palette);
(Cmd == clear, clear
_palette);
(Cmd == why, do_explain)).
/*






all other input is illegal, so print message 7
parse_and_execute(Cmd)
:-




writefPossible commands are:'), nl,
tab(4), write('add <colorname> to add a color to the palette'), nl,
tab(4), write('remove <colorname> to remove a color from the palette'), nl,
tab(4), write('list to list the colors in the current palette'), nl,
tab(4), write('suggest to suggest a color to go with the palette'), nl,
tab(4), write('sample to set up a palette of given character'), nl,
tab(4), write('colors to list all available color names'), nl,
tab(4), write('commands to list all available commands'), nl,
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tab(4). write('clear to clear (erase) the current palette'), nl,
tab(4), write('why for an explanation of the last action'), nl,
tab(4), write('quit <or exit> to exit the system'), nl, I.
list_colors :-
write('Colors include:'), nl,
tab(4), write('magenta brick_red cadet_blue tan lime'), nl,
tab(4), write('violet indian_red navy_blue burnt_sienna kelly'), nl,
tab(4), write('red_violet salmon midnight_blue mahogany blue_green'),
nl,
tab(4), write('blue_violet blue orange peach yellow_green'), nl,
tab(4), write('thistle cyan vermilion yellow sea_green'), nl,
tab(4), write('orchid indigo yellow_orange green_yellow aquamarine'),
nl,
tab(4), write('plum cerulean red_orange orange_yellow spring_green'),
nl,
tab(4), write('red violet_blue apricot lemon_yellow forest_green'),
nl,
tab(4), write('crimson green_blue melon goldenrod pine_green'), nl,
tab(4), write('orange_red sky_blue burnt_orange maize olive_green'),
nl,
tab(4), write('violet_red cornflower bittersweet green raw_sienna'),
nl,
tab(4), write('carnation_pink turquoise brown chartreuse raw_umber'),
nl,



















enum_colors([First | Rest]) :-
tab(4), write(First), nl, enum_colors(Rest).
add([Newcolor | Rest]) :-
color(Newcolor, _, _, J,
/*
make sure it is a valid color 7
addl(Newcolor).
add([Newcolor | Rest]) :-
/*
not a known color so print message 7
write('Sorry, I don"t know the color '), write(Newcolor), nl,




see if it fits with the complementary scheme 7
ok_complement(Newcolor),
/*
check to see that will not be too many pure colors 7
ok_pure_color(Newcolor),
/*
see if color is okay (harmonic) with palette 7
ok_for_palette(Newcolor),
/*
make sure that color differs enough from palette 7
ok_color_diff(Newcolor),
/*








if not ok print corresponding message 7
write(Newcolor),




write(Color), writeC has been removed from the palette.'), nl.
suggest :-
color(Color, _, _, J,
/*
find a color 7
test_suggest(Color),
/*
see if it works and ask what to do with it*/
ratom(Answer),
/*
get user response 7
not (Answer == s),
/*







if no color can be found, print corresponding message 7
write('Sorry, I don"t know any colors that would be












if a color is found, suggest it and ask what to do with it 7
write(Color),
write('
is a good color.'), nl,







has been added to the palette.'), nl.
use_suggest(Anythingelse, Color).
/*
default is to ignore 7
sample_palette :-
/*
if there is a palette, kill it 7
((palette(X1 ), retract(palette(X2)));true),
/*
if there is a num colors, kill it 7
((num_palette_colors(Y1), retract(num_palette_colors(Y2)));true),
/*
prompt for what kind of sample palette 7
write('What kind of palette? [dark, light, warm, cool, happy, somber] >'),
ratom(Kind), nl,
/*
prompt for how many colors (1-16) 7
write('How many colors would you like? [1<X<16] >'),
ratom(Howmany), nl,
Howmany > 1, Howmany < 16,
/*
create the sample palette 7
sample_palette(Kind),
/*
print message for user 7















assert(palette([blue, green, violet, indigo])),
assert(num_palette_colors(4)).
sample_palette(happy) :-




all else is unrecognized 7
sample_palette :-
write('l don"t know what kind of palette that would be.'), nl,




color(Name, Hue, Saturation, Value),






if fails will bounce back to repeat loop 7
/*
if get here then must not have that many colors 7
sample_palette(Kind, Howmany) :-
write('SORRY, but I only know '),
num_palette_colors(Num),
write(Num), writeC '). write(Kind), writeC colors.'), nl.
test_kind(dark, _, _, V) :-
/*
color is dark if Value < 40 7
V<40.
test_kind(light, _, _, V) :-
/*













color is cool if rule says so 7
cool(H).
test_kind(happy, H, S, V).
test_kind(somber, H, S, V).
clear_palette :-
/*






















see if there are any explanations at all 7
explainjoop.
/*

























make sure the color is not already in the palette 7
palette(P), not member(Color, P),
/*




Newnum is Num + 1,
assert(num_palette_colors(Newnum)),
/*
see if it is a pure color - if so, increment number of pure colors 7
( (color(Color, _, 100, J,
retract(num_pure_colors(Pures)),




if it is already in palette, print corresponding message 7
addJo_palette(Color)
:-
write('The color '), write(Color),




see if the color is in the palette 7
palette(P), member(Color, P),
/*





Newnum is Num - 1,
assert(num_palette_colors(Newnum)),
/*
if it is a pure color, decrement number of pure colors
7
( (color(Color, _, 100, J,
retract(num_pure_colors(Pures)),








write('The color '), write(Color),
writeC is not in the palette. NOT REMOVED.'), nl.
remove_member(Member, List, Newlist) :-
remove_member(Member, List, [], Newlist).
remove_member(Member, [Member | Rest], Partial, Newlist)
reverse(Partial, Revpartial),
append(Revpartial, Rest, Newlist).
remove_member(Member, [First | Rest], Partial, Newlist)
:-





















nl, write(This is COLOR, a knowledge based system to help'), nl,
tab(4), write('determine appropriate color computer screens.'),
nl,
/*
initialize all necessary data 7
/*
















print a nice exit message 7
nl, write(Thanks alot for using COLOR.'), nl,
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write('Hope it was of some help'), nl, nl.
cleanup.
/*
default incase something retractable not there 7
waitjorjnput(lnput)
:-
nl, write('Please enter request> '),
/*
read in all atoms, forming a list 7
read_atoms(lnput), nl, I.
/*






read_atoms([Atom | Curlist], Newlist).
/*
when fails then no more to read, so reverse list and return 7




need cut so do not repeat on backtracking 7
parse_and_execute(lnput), I.
/*
if true then will exit, otherwise will loop 7
checkJor_quit([First | Rest]) :- First == q.
checkJor_quit([First | Rest])
:- First == quit.
checkJor_quit([First | Rest]) :- First == no.
checkJor_quit([First | Rest])


























up_count - increments the count functor 7
up_count :-
retract(count(X)),
Newcount is X + 1 ,
assert(count(Newcount)), I.
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